2014 TOURNAMENT RESULTS

**Men’s Division**
26 Teams

*Champion*: University of Texas at Austin
*Runner-up*: Texas Southern University
*Championship Final Score*: 58-46

**Men’s All-Tournament Team**
- MVP – Rex Baxter - University of Texas at Austin
- Cameron Gibson - Southern Methodist University
- Kevin Alix – University of Texas at San Antonio
- Jamal Small – Texas Southern University
- Michael Lawson – Texas Southern University
- Ray Myer – University of Texas at Austin

**Women’s Division**
15 Teams

*Champion*: Angelo State University
*Runner-up*: University of Texas at Arlington
*Championship Final Score*: 61-52

**Women’s All-Tournament Team**
- MVP- Kim Haynes – Angelo State University
- Jasmine Reese – Lamar University
- Shaunda Roberts – University of Texas at Arlington
- Karli Mellegard – University of Texas at Arlington
- Kelsey Wilson – University of Texas at Arlington
- Mercedes Lopez – Angelo State University